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How the Implementation of Revit for Rebar Detailing
helped us win more business
Jonathan Hand
Graitec Ltd

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn how to use Revit tools for reinforcement
Learn how to implement workflows to assist managing a large-scale structural
project
Learn about how Scott Hughes Design has successfully moved from 2D to 3D for
rebar detailing
Get insight into how the move to Revit can win you more business

Description
This session will cover a case study on how the move to Revit software helps you win more
business. During this presentation, we’ll look at how Scott Hughes Design in the United
Kingdom implemented Revit for structural detailing. A key driver in the successful
implementation was the switch from 2D reinforcement detailing to supplying a fully compliant
Building Information Modeling (BIM) model as part of client deliverables. With an overview of
successful key milestones and strategies utilized, we’ll identity the key workflows adopted that
helped Scott Hughes retain and win business again and again.

Speaker(s)
Jonathan Hand (@handjonathan) is a Customer Success Manager with Graitec Ltd a leading
Autodesk Platinum VAR and supplier of Autodesk software in the UK, Europe & US. An
experienced professional with several years’ experience building and delivering software &
design solutions in multiple design disciplines including AEC, MFG & Structural. In August 2016,
he was awarded Autodesk Expert Elite Status
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Introduction
Thank you for choosing my presentation as one of your AU 2017 classes. For the past number
of years, I have submitted various classes to Autodesk University involving various products
such as Revit, Advance Steel, Navisworks & Dynamo but this year I decided to look at a case
study about reinforcement. This idea came about when working closely with Scott Hughes
Design and how the move to Revit for Rebar detailing helped them win more business.
In this case I’m taking you on a journey through the key elements which made the move to Revit
a success for detailing reinforcement.

The Beginning
As part of researching the class I started to look at the history of reinforcement and how the
process has evolved over time.

How it all began
In 1853 Francois Coignet a French industrialist in the nineteenth century, was the first to
use iron-reinforced concrete as a technique for constructing building structures. He built
the first four story house in the suburbs of Paris, from iron reinforced concrete.
In 1854, a Newcastle plasterer, William B. Wilkinson, patented a method of constructing
concrete slab floors reinforced either with a network of flat iron rods or with second-hand
wire ropes. His manner of arranging the steel to take tensile stresses demonstrated the
constructional principles of reinforced concrete.

The Evolution

FIGURE 1: Drawing Board
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FIGURE 2: 2D Drawing Output

FIGURE 3: 3D Rebar in Model

FIGURE 4: 3D Rebar Output

Why Revit
As we continue the journey of detailing reinforcement, we look at the key reasons why Revit can
be utilized for all your enforcement detailing needs.

Existing 3D model
One of the major factors for using Revit was the fact that in most projects for Scott
Hughes design a Revit model already existed in some form.
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FIGURE 5: Existing Revit Model

2D Output & Schedules
Using Revit also allowed Scott Hughes design to output drawing and schedules as per
current 2D packages.

FIGURE 6: 2D Revit Output
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Revit has all the tools
Over the past number of years, the development of Revit for reinforcement has
increased and it now has all the necessary tools to successfully implement detailing all
reinforcement inside the Revit model.

FIGURE 7: Revit Reinforcement Tools

Template Configuration
Part of any successful implementation is a properly configured Revit Template file. As part of
this, we set up default configurations to control the rebar cover settings.

Cover
Setting your cover requirements, should be one of the first things you do. They can be
set in 3 separate ways.

FIGURE 8: Adjust Rebar Cover by Properties
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FIGURE 9: Adjust Rebar Cover by Defaults

FIGURE 10: Adjust Rebar Cover by Specify Elements

Parameter Management
When setting up and managing parameters in a Revit rebar model, it is a good idea to think
about how to best organize these parameters. The goal should be to use the fewest number of
parameters possible, and have those parameters be used across a range of tools and
processes in the Revit model.
•
•
•
•
•

Sheet / View Templates
Bill of material (BOM’s)
Tagging
Assemblies
Bar marks and bar numbering

We use the following parameters for the following purposes. We try to minimize the number of
parameters to keep the system simple for users, but also flexible across our processes:

Partition
This is the parameter from which automatic bar numbering in Revit is set. For each
partition, Revit will find identical rebar and assign the same rebar number. Therefore,
this parameter is extremely important in managing and defining your bar marking and
numbering system.
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FIGURE 11: Partition by Parameter

Rebar Number
As mentioned above, the rebar number is defined automatically per partition. This is
mechanism for how the system automatically defines the bar numbering,

FIGURE 12: Rebar Number by Parameter

Bar Location
We use this parameter as check on the schedule to see of the correct bars are in the
correct location within the model.
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FIGURE 13: Bar Location by Parameter

Use of Parameters
Checklists
As mentioned above we use the BarLocation parameters to review and highlight any bar
location issues that may arise. This is just an example of utilizing parameters to check
for issues, parameters could be added for Bar Comments, Pour Schedules etc.

FIGURE 14: Bar Location Parameter in Schedule

View Templates
Using view templates, we can create a color coordinated model to control visibility of the
rebar and help to output the project. In this instance, we used the bar diameter to control
the color. As the diameter changes the color of the bars adjust to suit. This can be done
based on several different parameters such as shape code or bend diameter.
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FIGURE 15: View Filter

FIGURE 16: 3D Colour Coded Model

Tags
We have found it best to keep our tagging scheme as simple as possible, and not let
users create new tags for any new use case they come across. Our tags only contain
bar quantity, type name, mark, spacing and bar location.

FIGURE 17: Rebar Tag

Modelling & Efficiencies
Do we really model everything?
With most Revit users, we all tend to over model and it’s a similar case with rebar. If we
have duplicate footings, do we add rebar to every footing? It’s imperative to speak with
the client and see what they want. In some cases, they may not require everything to be
detailed so always check what you need to detail first.

Drafting Views & Live Sections
Call out all rebar in plans and elevations, use drafting views and sections with general
information that shows things like cover conditions. Use drafting views when you need to
cut sections on plan (and duplicate these views when needed on numerous sheets, and
use legends when it is a typical detail as these can be used on multiple sheets.
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FIGURE 18: Drafting Views

Schedules
When setting up schedules, you need to sit back and think this through. It’s imperative to
ensure that you make sure you have come up with your parameter organization and
uses, and set this up correctly the first time. If not, you will be updating schedules
several times. Think about using a Dynamo routine to automate the duplicating and
editing of these.

FIGURE 19: Rebar Schedule

Add-ons
There are some extra tools available from both Autodesk and 3rd Party developers. Below I look
at the Revit Extensions Add-on and the Graitec BIM Designer – Concrete Series.
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Revit Extensions
This Add-on extends the capabilities Revit in key areas, including structural analysis,
modelling, reinforcement, interoperability and construction documentation. It is available
through Autodesk Account for subscribed customers.

FIGURE 20: Revit Extensions Add-On

FIGURE 21: Revit Extensions Menu

Graitec BIM Designer – Concrete Series
Design-driven reinforcement calculation for beams, columns or footings.
▪
▪
▪
▪

Quickly create parametric 3D rebar cages
Design rebar cages according to Eurocodes and North American codes
Automates the creation of rebar views, 2D rebar details and lists
Tools for easily editing rebar and adding bending schedules

FIGURE 15: Graitec BIM Designer - Workflow
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